How to get free full text
when using the Research
Connections online library

Not every item in the Research Connections library links to a resource’s free full
text. Some search results provide only a citation. Others will link to a page where
you can purchase the article. But you can still try the methods below to get the
publication for free.
Your University Library

Related Resources

Your State Library

Free Websites

Your Local Public Library

Scholarly Social Media Platforms

Are you affiliated with a university? If so, call your
university library's reference desk and tell them
about the publication you've found on Research
Connections. They will get it for you.

Every state has a library in its capital city. If you are
a state employee, you can access the publication
from your state library. If you are a resident the
state you might still have access depending on
their policies. Find your state library here and
contact its information desk for details.

Many public libraries can find a copy of the
publication you’d like to access. However, it could
take some time because public libraries aren't
accustomed to working with advanced research.
Call your local public library's information desk for
details.

Sometimes an expensive journal article will also be
published as a free gray literature publication. If it is,
the Research Connections site will link to it in the
Related Resources section just below the article's
description.
Google Scholar might lead you to a free full text
version of a publication. Once you scroll through the
results and locate the correct publication, look to the
right of the citation for access options. More general
search engines also might lead you to an available
copy if you scroll through several pages of results
and try multiple links.* Browser extensions like
Unpaywall and The Open Access Button can also
reveal free available copies.
The author of the publication you want to read might
participate in ResearchGate or Academia.edu.
Authors sometimes make their publications available
to all on these platforms, but you might need to
create an account, connect with the author, and
request a prepaid or specially licensed copy.

A Library Website or Consortium

Via Email from the Author

Interlibrary Loan (ILL)

Ask a Research Connections
Librarian

All libraries have websites where you'll find their
online offerings. You'll have to sign in with your
library card, but once you do, there's a chance
you'll be able to navigate through the subscription
databases they offer to find a copy of the
publication you need.*
All libraries can request publications through the
interlibrary loan system. If a publication is in any
library anywhere, chances are your local library
can borrow a paper copy for you from another
library. Show the Research Connections citation to
any reference librarian and ask about interlibrary
loan.

If you can find an email address for the publication's
author, you might be able to request a prepaid or
specially licensed copy. Authors are not obligated to
provide one for you, but they often will be pleased to
know you want to read their work. You may even
forge a new professional connection.

The Research Connections team may be able to
help you find a copy to read. Email us at
ResearchConnections@icf.com

*These options may result in access via a database or aggregator such as JSTOR, ProQuest, or EBSCO.
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